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Genre Analysis for Self- Assessment Portfolio’s 

 

Self Assessment Portfolio  #4 

Discuss layout and organization  

The website layout is nice. Assignments are easily found. The website include a title and the 

course.  

Discuss self citations   

The author self-cites on their website. Examples of that can be seen in the audience and 

introduction sections. 

Discuss what was done well, what needed improvement   

The writing and revision are well done. The lack of their name on the front page, along with the 

mistake writing CLO # 3 instead of CLO # 2, and the rhetorical elements not being in a sub-

menu all need improvement. Both the memo and self-assessment essay are missing. 

Discuss whether or not the project met requirements   

No, a lot of material is missing.  

 

Discuss whether or not CLOs and rhetorical elements were properly analyzed and 

discussed or  

even present   

Both the rhetorical elements and the CLO’s were properly discussed and analyzed. the author 

should include the rhetorical elements in a sub menu.  

 

Self Assessment Portfolio  #6 

Discuss layout and organization  

The website is laid out well and is well organized. Assignments and materials are easily found. 

Rhetorical elements and CLO’s are consistent. 

Discuss self citations 

The author self-cites their assignments, which includes notes and screenshots shown in the 

website.  

 

Discuss what was done well, what needed improvement   



This website is done very well on a whole. The author used different styles and colors wisely. 

The website is laid out smartly with the sub-menus being put to good use. Self-assessment essay 

is missing. 

Discuss whether or not the project met requirements   

Yes, this project meet the requirements as the author does included everything required for the 

website other than the self-assessment essay.  

Discuss whether or not CLOs and rhetorical elements were properly analyzed and 

discussed or  

even present   

The CLO’s and the rhetorical elements are included and properly analyzed and discussed. The 

author included evidence and notes from the semester. 

 

 

Self Assessment Portfolio  #7 

Discuss layout and organization  

The layout is very comfortable as the website is not overcrowded.  

 

Discuss self citations   

Self-citations were not present.  

 

Discuss what was done well, what needed improvement   

The analysis of each CLO and rhetorical element were well done. The explanation of these, 

however, could use improvement ad the author expects the reader to simply read the outcome 

instead. 

Discuss whether or not the project met requirements   

Yes, this website meets the requirements. 

 

Discuss whether or not CLO’s and rhetorical elements were properly analyzed and 

discussed or  

even present   

The CLO’s and rhetorical elements were properly analyzed. The author was honest regarding 

their course learning outcomes and admitted when they did/did not achieve them. 



 

 

 


